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1. Just after returning home, the discovery was made that the basement had �looded during our
absence.

(A) Just after returning home, the discovery was made

(B) Just after returning home, we discovered

(C) Having just returning home was when we discovered

(D) We returned home. Just thereafter we discovered

(E) Our discovery, just after we returned home

2. Unlike other members of the bear family, which rely at least in part on a diet of insects. Fish,
mammals, or other meat, but pandas are primarily vegetarians and eat mainly bamboo.

(A) But pandas are

(B) But a panda is

(C) Pandas are

(D) Pandas, which are

(E) That of a panda is

3. Maya Lin is best known for designing the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, but her work also including
buildings, furniture, and sculpture in stone, wood and glass.

(A) But her work also including

(B) But her work also includes

(C) But her work also having included

(D) Her work also includes

(E) Then her work also includes

4. The Mansion House, once home to a thriving utopian community remained closed to the public for
over a century and reopening as a museum in 1987.

(A) Century and reopening
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(B) Century, it reopening

(C) Century but reopening

(D) Century, when reopening

(E) Century, so reopening

5. Voicing their concern about heavy traf�ic near the school, the town council՚s plan to build a bypass
was supported by local parents.

(A) The town council՚s plan a build a bypass was supported by local parents

(B) Local parents supported the town council՚s plan to build a bypass

(C) A plan by the town council to build a bypass was supported by local parents

(D) A bypass was planned by the town council and local parents supported building it

(E) Building a bypass was planned by the town council and supported by local parents

6. Diamond is harder than any other naturally occurring mineral and the reason is because its carbon
atoms are arranged in a strongly bonded crystal structure.

(A) Mineral, and the reason is because

(B) Mineral; the reason for it is that

(C) Mineral and because

(D) Mineral because

(E) Mineral by

7. Relatively little is known about the Suminoe oyster, which is new to the Chesapeake Bay, this has
resulted in it being dif�icult for scientist to decide whether it may disturb the ecosystem there.

(A) Bay, this has resulted in it being dif�icult

(B) Bay, which have resulted in dif�iculty

(C) Bay, and result in dif�iculty

(D) Bay; they results I dif�iculty

(E) Bay; as a result, it is dif�icult

8. The reason that many �ilms succeed is that is re�lects the private yearnings of audiences.

(A) Is that it re�lects

(B) Is that they re�lects

(C) Is because they re�lect

(D) Are because they re�lect

(E) Are their re�lection of?

9. Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin used X-rays to discover the chemical structures of penicillin and vitamin
B12, winning a Nobel Prize for her work.
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(A) Winning a Nobel Prize for her work

(B) She then won a Nobel Prize for her work

(C) This work won her a Nobel Prize

(D) She won a Nobel Prize for her work

(E) Her work having won a Nobel Prize for her

10. Although the development of an all-electric airplane is more problematic and complex than an all-
electric car, several aeronautical companies are working to design and build all-electric airplanes.

(A) An all-electric car

(B) All-electric cars

(C) Those of an all-electric car

(D) An all-electric car being developed

(E) The development of an all-electric car

11. In appearance much like the traditional yellow-�leshed Peruvian potato, Canadian researchers
developed the hybrid Yukon Gold potato about 30 years ago.

(A) Canadian researchers developed the hybrid Yukon Gold potato

(B) Canadian researchers have developed the hybrid Yukon Gold potato

(C) The hybrid Yukon Gold potato was developed by Canadian researchers

(D) However, the hybrid Yukon Gold potato was developed by Canadian researchers

(E) But the hybrid Yukon Gold potato was developed by Canadian researchers

12. One of the few marine mammals that males use of tools are the Indian Ocean bottlenose dolphin,
which uses sea sponges to stir sand on the ocean �loor which hunting for prey.

(A) That makes use of tools are

(B) That make use of tools are

(C) To make use of tools is

(D) To make use of tools are

(E) To males use of tools,

13. The Institute՚s exhibition of pictures of Arctic animals displays a �irm commitment and a deep
interest in the conservation of the world՚s endangered animal species.

(A) Displays a �irm commitment

(B) Display a �irm commitment

(C) Displays a �irm commitment to

(D) Display a �irm commitment to

(E) That displays a �irm commitment
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14. In addition to scienti�ic talent, Santiago Ramon Y Cajal had artistic talent, as is evidenced by the
excellent drawings is his paper about the nervous system.

(A) As it evidenced by the excellent drawings

(B) Which the excellent drawings are seen to be evidence of and appeared

(C) The excellent drawings which are evidence of this are

(D) His excellent drawings as evidence, appearing

(E) To be evidenced of in the excellent drawings


